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GMN ASIA PACIFIC WELCOMES A NEW MEMBER IN KUALA LUMPUR
We are delighted to announce that Y H Tan & Associates in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia has joined our association.
Y H Tan & Associates is a well-established full-service accounting and business advisory firm with vast
experience in providing accounting, taxation, company secretarial, business advisory and consultancy
services to a wide range of clients, ranging from individuals to privately held organisations and companies, who operate in various professions and industries.
The firm has been in the industry for more than 30 years as a family oriented firm and is now run by second generation partner, Tan Yoon Huat. With his leadership it has grown to become a dynamic firm with
new partners such as Daniel Wong, Bernard Tan Ban Tat, Jonathan Chan, Tan Hawk Meng and Ryan Ong.
Tan Yoon Huat is a Chartered Accountant in Malaysia and Australia who has practiced for almost 12
years. Yoon Huat is a Professional Chartered Accountant and GST Tax Agent who provides audit, tax and
advisory services for local and overseas clients from various industries including manufacturing, plantation, construction, property developer, shipping, transportation, information technology, and also servicing sectors.

With the vision and experiences of all the partners of Y H Tan & Associates, together with their staff of
qualified and part qualified accountants, the firm serves a wide range of clientele. Every client relationship is valued greatly and treated with dignity and respect. Each engagement benefits from the depth
and breadth of the firm’s expertise.
Our main contact at Y H Tan & Associates will be Tan Yoon Huat, who can be contacted by email at
yoonhuat.tan@yhtanmy.com or telephone at +603 7989 1188. Learn more about Y H Tan & Associates
from the firm’s website at www.yhtanmy.com
A warm welcome to Y H Tan & Associates. We very much look forward to working with them. Also, our
thanks to Robin Chia of Robin Chia PAC, GMN’s representative in Singapore, for introducing Yoon Huat
to us.
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